Welcome to the Friends of the Western Ground Parrot Newsletter
No. 89 – Summer 2021
Get up-to-date information about the latest efforts to save this critically endangered parrot unique to
Western Australia

It’s all about communication…

The Friends of the Western Ground Parrot recently updated their brochure to make it contemporary
with the latest actions being undertaken for the WGP. It also had a bit of a colour shift to brighten it
and make it more readable. Check it out on the website…we have also created a greyscale version for
people who are colour blind.

Western Ground Parrot Update from Perth Zoo
Summer is a relatively quiet time for the birds. Calling and activity is typically much reduced, and
birds generally remain in their own areas most of the time.
Staff have been very busy working on the new additional aviary facility, the new transportable
building, hatches for the existing aviaries, new holding boxes and new hospital box. We are working
hard to make sure these important additions for the project are in place prior to the upcoming
breeding season. These additions are made possible thanks to the Zoo and Aquarium Association Australasia Wildlife Conservation Fund.
We are pleased to report that the birds have all remained in good health and planning is now well
underway for the upcoming breeding season.

Male Zephyr. Photo- Perth Zoo

Site works for the new transportable building. When completed, the new transportable building will
provide temporary holding capacity, isolated medical management and assisted reproduction
management in the form of egg incubation and rearing of young birds if required. Photo- Perth Zoo

The Summer period has been relatively quiet and thankfully so after last year’s dramas with the Cape
Arid/Nuytsland fires and impact on Kyloring habitat. This situation has also been good for the DBCA
preparations for the very important field work in this area. You all should have received a request to
volunteer for this work and I am advised that DBCA have been able to fill the “quota”. The Friends are
extremely grateful to the volunteers in giving up their valuable time and energy for this often taxing
work and this particularly long 10-day field trip. As below, the Friends will support these volunteers.
Thanks to Perth Zoo for their report and on the health of the captive birds. I also bring to your
attention again, the volunteer request I sent out for Perth Zoo. The CCTV footage analysis is
contributing greatly to the understanding of Kyloring behaviour which is impossible to achieve with
wild birds.
The Parks and Wildlife Report is coming soon, separately, and for very good reasons. As indicated,
currently a large number of staff and volunteers are in Cape Arid undertaking vital field work. I am
confident there will be important news arising from this work that will be worth waiting for and in
advance of our next Newsletter which will not be until June.
As outlined in my last Chirpings, the 29 automated recording units (ARUs) established in the
Fitzgerald River National Park in April 2020 (16 with solar panels provided from our Rescue fund)
were “serviced” by helicopter in December (funded by the Federal Government’s Communities
Environment Fund) after being in the field for some 7 months. Analysis of the resultant song
files/spectrograms for Kyloring calls was the next task for which I volunteered. To give you an idea of
the scale of this task, the total number of song files (spectrograms) obtained from the ARUs over this
period is around 6,100. Even with the 6 song files per month which DBCA has determined is
adequate for analysis, this is still 1,200 song files (or around 6,000 hours of recordings, as each song
file is for 30 minutes). The photos below demonstrate what a spectrogram can look like (Figure 1),
with the second spectrogram showing what we’re looking for - a Kyloring call (Figure 2).
Currently I have completed analysis of around 500 song files with no Kyloring calls identified and
confirmed by DBCA staff, although many calls similar to Kyloring calls appear, as there are some bird
species which “mimic” these calls. Watch this space in the next Newsletter for more information.
To try and improve this largely manual analysis, a post-graduate student at the University of Western
Australia is working on an automated system to improve the identification of Kyloring calls1.

1

Kaleidoscope from Wildlife Acoustics (https://www.wildlifeacoustics.com/products/kaleidoscope) has been used for this
purpose with limited success.

Figure 1. Spectrogram from a Fitzgerald River ARU song file on 13th July 2020. No WGP calls are
indicated. The calls in the lower portion are from a mob of Carnaby’s black cockatoos (which is also
an important finding!!). The calls at 3 kHz are from a cricket. Source- DBCA. Photo- Paul Wettin

Figure 2. Spectrogram of Kyloring calls. Source- DBCA and Jim Creighton. Photo- Paul Wettin

Lobbying and awareness raising
We have not been active in the lobbying space over the summer period. Equally there has been
limited opportunities for awareness raising as many public events have been on hold with Covid-19
restrictions.

Fundraising and donations/income for the Recovery Plan
The Friends Committee has agreed not to actively pursue further fundraising at this time until we
have expended the current grant funds received and a significant proportion of our Rescue funds. An
update for each of these is as follows:
•
•

•

The $10,650 Grant from the Commonwealth Government’s Communities
Environment Program provided via the Member for O’Connor, Rick Wilson.
The $15,000 Grant from the Australian Wildlife Society (AWS - www.aws.org.au)
from the Kinder Project. These funds were used to purchase 15 predator
cameras which have been installed into potential translocation sites for predator
detection and management purposes.
The $20,000 Grant from the WIRES and Landcare Australia Wildlife Relief &
Recovery Fund. These funds are to be used for helicopter hire for the recovery of
ARUs/data cards in Cape Arid/Nuytsland during the March field work.

Final reports and funding acquittals will be provided for each of these grants in the next few months
and prior to end June.
Rescue fund. We made a $15,000 donation to DBCA in early January to obtain more predator camera
traps for the translocation site(s) and for a Disease Risk Assessment for a translocation to be
undertaken by a qualified contractor.
Volunteer support. The Friends will provide a travel and food subsidy to all volunteers who are
participating in the March field work. Thanks to the work of Bill Waterer of Roots & Shoots WA, a
Foundation has provided $425 for this purpose.
At this time and after the above donations and grant expenditure, the Friends will have some
$40,000 available for further assistance with the Recovery Plan and our operations (which consumes
very little funding).

Finally, I gratefully acknowledge the following support to the Friends and especially for the parrots:

Contacts:
Chairperson: Paul Wettin

Email: wgparrot@gmail.com
Mailing address: PO Box 5613, Albany, WA 6332

Website: www.western-ground-parrot.org.au

